FINAL EXAM
1 Describe the “Heavenly Elements” on earth
2 If Jesus is the First and Last according to the scriptures what
books would be in the Bible?
3 According to the book what elements make Jesus the “son of
man” and “son of God?”
4 What empowers creativity and multiplication: pg. 20
5 What is the greatest authority and power in the universe?
6 Satan is the enemy of _ _ _ _ and the source of _ _ _ _ both are
four letter words
7 What part of our triune being awakes if we are born of the water
and spirit?
8 Who is God’s frequency
9 What makes creation vibrate
10 What is God conscious of in Jer. 29:11
11 What force motivates God
12 What is the substance of things unseen
13 What empowers that substance?
14 If we are spiritual in nature what should be the purpose of our
physical beings?
15 Is God outside of eternity? Explain why?
16 Explain Creation
17 What is heavens image and likeness that bridge the visible and
invisible realms
18 How fast does the spiritual realm move
19 Explain Jesus the physical and spiritual authority using John 1 as
it pertains to Light and Word
20 What is one of the names of Lucifer
21 Now explain the model of creation using the LIGHT, SPIRIT and
WATER
22 How does Luke 1 and Genesis 1 compare with the born again
experience
23 Define Bandwidth
24 Describe the 1st day light
25 What transformed mortality from immortality
26 What began and finished with words LIGHT BE?

27 On day 2 of creation what was guaranteed
28 Describe the darkness IN GOD?
29 If the Godhead is the source of all life, light and spirit what is the
bridge from the visible to invisible world?
30 How does Jesus demonstrate that bridge with the woman at the
well?
31 Where does the DNA of all the different seeds in the earth
originate and how
32 Describe energy and matter in relation with man’s composition
33 Does creation reside in all things? Explain your answer
34 Can the seeds inside us be activated? If so how?
35 Explain our position physically and spiritually in Christ NOW?
36 Define Consciousness
37 Where did Duality originate and why
38 How is reality determined according to the consciousness of
Adam
39 Adam was originally created to reproduce what in the earth
40 What mentality is produced by the separation from God
41 Why is religion so easily adopted by man
42 What is the “sin” consciousness
43 One of the biggest lies perpetuated by the evangelical church is?
44 What is God’s design for man to be led and understand His
ways?
45 Describe the way illusion works
46 How does imagination and thoughts produce destruction
47 Describe the difference between the consciousness of the first
Adam and the last Adam
48 Explain 1 Corinthians 15:21-22 in relation to born again
49 Explain our idea of self
50 What media today most influences our thoughts and
imaginations
51 Does man generally believe for the worst to happen and if so why
52 Who does man trust more than God day after day as it pertains
to their health and well being
53 How long is man conscious of something other than himself
each minute?
54 What corrupted man’s DNA

55 What are Atoms?
56 Is the physical world solid?
57 Atoms vibrating at different speeds produce the material world;
yes or no
58 What is a magnetic field and what creates them
59 Can we change our surroundings and if so how
60 What is the only limitation to our changing the world around us
61 What is the greatest hindrance we have as it pertains to hearing
the Holy Spirit
62 If the world is truly empty space because of the nature of atoms
should we be able to use the Genesis model to create if so how
63 What trees are present in our life daily
64 Satan’s plan is to destroy the _ _ _ _ and then the _ _ _ _
65 Physiologically our brains are made of what?
66 How do we form memories
67 Can the brain distinguish between the world inside or outside
68 Is objectivity possible
69 We form our perceptions of reality from what
70 how do emotions and memories operate physiologically
71 What is the primary way emotional imbalances are formed
72 What does the Hypothalamus gland secrete
73 How are the cells affected by these peptides
74 What is the relationship between images and cells
75 Will emotions deform the cells and if so how
76 Can we become addicted to the behaviors we manifest for the
feelings? If so explain
77 Describe the way the mind looses its ability to govern to the
body
78 Describe the voices a person may hear as it relates to an
emotional imbalance such as hunger
79 Deliverance may be necessary for some people under demonic
strong holds. Explain
80 How does one change the images stored in the mind
81 What makes people turn to medications
82 Are our cells conscious if so how
83 Explain the importance of Romans 14:17
84 Describe the difference between salvation and born again

85 What does the word REPENT mean
86 How does the model of Genesis apply to the Born Again
experience
87 The transformation of the mind begins HOW
88 Nicodemus did not ask a question in John 3:1 so why did Jesus
answer the way He did?
89 The physical birth of Jesus and the spiritual rebirth are related
how explain
90 Compare it to Sarah and Israel
91 Kingdom of Heaven is what?
92 Describe what the term carnal Christian means
93 Describe the physical water and the living water in relation to
John 4
94 The woman wanted something that would _ _ _ _ _ _ _ her life
but not force her to change her _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
95 Did Jesus ever eat or drink according to the scriptures in John 4
96 What is a primary responsibility of a prophet
97 Describe the verses in John 4: 20-26 and today
98 What has changed from 2000 years ago
99 What awakens the spirit of man?
100
explain the relationship between the born again experience
and John 1:17
101 why is worship important
102
what does INHIM mean
103
changing your thoughts are done from the inside in
explain
104
what are the words Jesus speaks?
105
What describes that day in John 14:20
106
How is philosophy and transformation related?
107
What is a byproduct of trust
108
The kingdom message is just another doctrine
109
What attachment prevents greater authority in the
kingdom
110 Conversion into the kingdom requires drinking what?
111 Describe your conversion

